
BAP DADA's
Wishes

and
Hopes

in the Children

On the occasion of 62nd
Trimurti Shiva Jayanti

Keep the lines of
your elevated

fortune constantly
emerged then the
lines of your old
awareness and

sanskars will
become merged.

Experience the reward
and attainment of the

Confluence Age.
Your future reward is
only a shadow of the
reward you receive

now for your efforts.

Become merciful
and co-operate

with every soul by
giving them your

virtues and powers.
Become master
bestowers and

master co-operative
souls.

2
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Stop all the silly things of
your childhood because
according to the speed
of time and the drama

everyone’s stage of
retirement is very close.

Therefore remove all
the small stains and

become flawless.

Finish all limitations
and prepare nine
hundred thousand

souls by becoming a
great and unlimited
donor and a world

benefactor.

Now increase the
power of your mind.
Whilst seated on the

globe, stabilise yourself
on the stage of

Paramdham and serve
with an unlimited

attitude and the power
of your mind, and you
will receive multi-fold

reward for this.

Put aside all trivial
things and remain
up above.  Practise

serving through
your mind,

visualise the form
of your reward and

give others this
vision also.

5 6

7 8

4. 5.

6. 7.
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Adopt the personality
of spirituality

together with purity,
through your face

and behaviour.
Maintain the

spiritual intoxication
of this elevated

personality.

Remain aware of your
spiritual personality.
Constantly remain
happy and all your
questions will stop.

Seeing your
happiness, peaceless

and disturbed souls will
also become happy

and content.

Just as it is
remembered for the
Father that He takes
others beyond with
a glance, it is now
the time that you
too serve souls by

taking them beyond
with a glance.

Make others into a mike and
you use your might to give
them a powerful current.
Through your powerful

current and their words, nine
hundred thousand souls will
easily be created.  Add your

powerful current to the
service of transforming

intellects and success will
bow down in front of you.
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8. 9.

10. 11.
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Keep yourself busy in
unlimited service and
you will automatically

develop unlimited
disinterest.  When you

put an unlimited
current of power into
the unlimited service,
all limited things will
automatically stop.

Only when father Brahma
is visible in every

elevated Brahmin will
the speed of service

become fast.  For this,
keep BapDada merged
in yourself and serve

others by taking them
beyond with just a

glance.

Become an unlimited
server.  Use your
time in unlimited
service and any
problem will be
easily removed.

Give weak souls who
are influenced by

their problems the
co-operation of your
powers and virtues.
Give power to weak

souls and their
blessings will

become a lift for
you.

13 14

15 16

12. 13.

14. 15.
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Instead of labouring in your
effort, experience the reward

of the Confluence Age.
Learn how to receive

blessings and teach others
this also.  To remain happy
and to make others happy is
to give blessings and receive
blessings.  These blessings
will enable you to conquer

Maya easily.

No matter what someone is
like, even if he defames you,
only have blessings in your
heart for that soul at every

moment. Your elevated
thoughts filled with good
wishes will transform that
soul.  “There should be
benefit for this one; this

one’s intellect should
become peaceful.”

Constantly remember
two slogans:

a) Whatever others see
me do, they will do

likewise.
b) The Master’s orders

are moving me along.
I am simply moving

along as an
instrument.

Now, serve by
spreading elevated
vibrations, because
words do not work
as well at this time.
Co-operation and

vibrations from your
heart work very fast.

17 18

19 20

16. 17.

18. 19.
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Fix a date for the
ceremony of

finishing all old
things.  BapDada

no longer wants to
hear of them.  For
how long will these

old stories
continue?

Reveal your power of
silence.  All Brahmins

have this power.
When you simply let
this power emerge,
you will be able to

work great wonders
with your mind and

body.

In order to put into practice
the thoughts of zeal and
enthusiasm that arise in

your hearts, have
benevolent feelings and

use your power to
accommodate.  Put the

stamp of this
imperishable Government
on whatever thought you

have.

Now, use the time for your
effort in co-operating with

others, and you will
automatically progress.

You should no longer seek
salvation (facilities) but

should instead be giving
salvation.  Spread the

wave of altruism and give a
powerful current.

21 22

23 24

20. 21.

22. 23.
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God’s love is a blissful
swing.  When you

constantly swing in this
swing of happiness and

remain merged in
God’s love, Maya

cannot shake you nor
can any fluctuation

come to you.

Make Maya powerless with
the perception of your

third eye, the eye that you
have received from the

Father as soon as you took
birth.  Use this almighty
power to bid farewell to

Maya.  Never become tired
of making effort by

allowing this eye to close.

Always celebrate with
happiness to remain constantly

enthusiastic and give
enthusiasm to others in your

Brahmin life.  Constantly speak
words of enthusiasm and tell

everyone stories of enthusiasm.
Anyone who comes to you in
tears should go away dancing
in happiness.  This is the work

you have to do.

Let the past be the past
and finish looking at
anything wasteful or

negative.  Avoid these
things and claim an

award from BapDada.

25 26

27 28

24. 25.

26. 27.
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Remain stable in your flying
stage no matter how many dark
clouds appear.  Because of the
closeness of time, dark clouds
of new things, sanskars, and

games of karmic accounts will
come.  However, with the

confidence of  your
determination, you will succeed

and the dark clouds will
disperse.

No matter what others are
like, have mercy in your
heart and give them love

and good wishes.  Be
humble and enable
everyone to move

forward.  Change negative
problems into positive
solutions.  Do not be

afraid of Maya but
become fearless of her.

Never certify anyone of
being unable to transform.
If you are unable to bring
about transformation, it is

your duty to advise the
instrument souls.  You

mustn’t take the law into
your own hands.

The return of the sustenance
you have received from Baba is
to become equal to the Father

and give this sustenance to
others.  After you have

transformed yourself, become
responsible and co-operative in
bringing about transformation
in others.  Make an elevated
plan for self-benefit, for only
then will you be able to put a
current of power into serving

the world.

29 30

31 32

28. 29.

30. 31.
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Serve to stabilise
those, whose stage of
self-respect have been
upset and constantly
make all souls happy
with your happy and

enthusiastic face.

Always remember the
slogan, “I have to change.
I have to transform that
which has been spoilt.”

Even if others spoil
something, your duty is to
reform that.  Just as they
are clever in their work of
spoiling things, you have
to become clever in your

work.

All of you children have
received from BapDada
the imperishable gift of a

right to the kingdom of the
world in the new age.

Look after this gift carefully
and do not become

careless so that no robber
can steal it from you.

Double lock it with God’s
lock.

This year, prepare a
special bouquet of special

quality souls from all
professions who can work

as mikes.  Not a single
profession should be left

out.  Only then would you
be called world benefactors

and souls who are
instruments to uplift all

souls.
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Celebrate this year as
the year of becoming
free from everything.

When you celebrate this
year as the year of

liberation, you will be
able to go to the land of

liberation.

This year, BapDada is giving
everyone a very small slogan:

Use everything in a worthwhile
way and claim success.

Whatever property (possessions)
you have; time, thoughts,

breath, body, mind and wealth,
use them well and you will

continue to accumulate more.
Do not waste them nor hide

them away for a time of need.

Fill whatever thought you have
or whatever action you perform
with the sweetness of greetings

at every second.  Constantly
greet and give the Dilkhush
sweet to everyone you meet
and those who live with you

and your mind will constantly
dance in happiness.  Fill
yourself with treasures of
happiness and serve by

distributing them to others.

If you have a deep desire to
become equal to the Father,

then constantly remain merged
in the Ocean of Love.  This
power of love enables you to
forget everything.  Love frees

you from laborious efforts.
Love becomes a canopy of

protection and makes you into
a conqueror of Maya.

Therefore, make no other
effort, other than to remain

merged in the Ocean of Love.
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BapDada is especially giving all
of you children the blessing:

May you be free from
labouring.  Whatever task you

carry out, do it whilst remaining
double-light and you will

experience that effort as an
entertainment.  This

Confluence Age is the age to
become free from labour and to

experience pleasure.

For love, it is said: Where
there is love, one is ready

to sacrifice one’s life.
BapDada is not telling

you to sacrifice your life,
but to sacrifice your old

world.  Fix a final date for
this final offering.

Now according to the time, all
you children have to have an

attitude of unlimited disinterest,
however, Bap Dada doesn’t

want time to be the children’s
teacher.  You belong to the
World Teacher, you are the

master world teachers.  You are
creators, whereas time is the
creation.  Therefore, creator
souls, you do not allow time,

which is the creation, to
become your teacher.

Brahma Baba did not make time
his teacher, but had unlimited

disinterest from the beginning to
the end.  He just had the one
concern of doing nothing but

service, service and more service.
He remained beyond all other
matters.  So, according to the
time, you children now should

also have an attitude of unlimited
disinterest and only then will you

be able to serve by giving a
powerful current.
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Like sakar Baba become free
from the golden chains of subtle
attachments.  Even though Baba
had all facilities for accomplishing

everything, although he had
responsibility of all the children
and even though he faced all

types of adverse situations and
circumstances, he still maintained

an attitude of unlimited
disinterest and therefore, was
able to claim the certificate of

passing with honour.

Now according to the time,
you have to become free
from attachment.  Give

Brahma Baba this gift of love
and give your mind the

attitude of unlimited
disinterest.  Check your

subtle attachments in the
mirror of perfection, put

aside all supports and
become free.

Just as Brahma Baba was not
pulled by any type of

attachment, so too, you now
have to prepare a group that

is free from attachment.
There should not even be the

thought: “This is my duty.
No one other than me is able

to do this.”  Have distaste
even for this thought.

Become an embodiment of
happiness and give

everyone happiness from
your heart whilst still
observing the code of

conduct.  When you give
happiness to someone
through your thoughts,
words and deeds, your

marks automatically
increase.
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The One who sustains us, the
One who gives us teachings,

shrimat and blessings, the
One who fulfils the duty of

companionship at every
moment of the day, is God
Himself. Remain constantly
aware of this fortune and

swing in the swing of
happiness singing the song:

Wah my fortune!

Become the original
and eternal form of
whatever you think,

and then act.
Experience the form

of whatever you think.
Become an

embodiment of
experience.

The natural nature of
Brahmin life is to be an

embodiment of all virtues
and powers so constantly
remain seated on the seat

of this form.  Do not
allow any of the old

nature of your past life to
emerge.

Become free from
speaking weak words.
Every word you speak

should be the same as the
Father’s words, sweet and

spoken with constant
good wishes for every

soul.  Every word should
be like a pearl full of

wisdom.
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According to the time, in order
to pass with honour,

accumulate and fill yourself with
all treasures.  Accumulate the
treasures of time, thoughts,

words and the wealth of
knowledge; accumulate the
power of yoga and all the

virtues of a divine life.
Throughout the whole day,
check how much of each

treasure is in your account.

BapDada is telling you
now: Accumulate!

Accumulate!  Accumulate!
The bell of “too late” is
about to chime.  “Too

late” is to be announced
suddenly then, no matter
how much you wish to,

you won’t be able to find
the time to do anything.

Become those who create
an impact of knowledge on
others.  Impress everyone

with the Father, not
yourself.  Do not be

influenced by anyone.  To
be impressed by things or
people becomes a huge

obstacle.  Therefore, finish
this obstacle now.

Become BapDada’s
right hand, not a left
hand.  Constantly be

courageous and a
destroyer of obstacles.

Become Baba’s
hands, not a
headache.
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Never become an obstacle in
your own effort.  There should
be no obstacles from the self,

from your companions or
through your students.  In this
year of liberation, you have to
claim the three certificates of

keeping the self free from
obstacles, the centre free from
obstacles and your companions

free from obstacles.

According to the time, you
now definitely have to
celebrate the day of

becoming perfect.  Tie
such a bracelet of

determined faith. Promise
that even if you lose

everything, you will not
break your promise of the

year of liberation.

No matter what others are
like, learn how to interact

with them.  Never think: I will
change when the other one
changes.  Even if a situation
as big as a mountain comes
in front of you, simply step
aside it.  If you have good
wishes for that soul, simply

give a signal and empty your
mind and intellect of anything

wasteful.
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To have any wasteful

thoughts for souls who cause
obstacles is also a golden

thread of attachment.  Now,
liberate yourself from even
these subtle threads.  Make

the final function of this year
the function for the year of
liberation.  In this function,

give BapDada the gift of your
perfection.
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In service, although the
curtain in front of you
seems like an obstacle,

hidden behind the curtain
there is a benevolent

scene.  When you remove
the curtain of obstacles
with the power of your

thoughts and words, you
will be able to see the

benevolent scene behind it.

Make some time to have a
programme for silence of

introversion and silence of the
mind.  Control the wasteful

traffic of your mind.  Every now
and again, fix a day for

churning knowledge, for having
thoughts of good wishes and
pure feelings, for practising

giving a powerful current and
maintaining silence of the mind

and controlling the traffic of
thoughts.

Now, remain in solitude
and be economical with
your treasures.  Have

the aim of belonging to
the One.  At amrit vela,

sit and give your intellect
to Baba.  The Intellect
of the Wise will then

touch your intellect with
new plans.
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